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Who should be allowed to skate the 10k?

Each year sees the wondrous events of the European and World Allround Championships

in speedskating, over four distances; the men skate 500 m + 5000 m on the Saturday

and the 1500 m + 10000 m on the Sunday, whereas the ladies (yes, they are consistently

referred to as such, by the ISU, the International Skating Union) do 500 + 3000 on day 1

and 1500 + 5000 on day 2. There is only room & space & time for just a few on the fourth

and longest distance, however, has ISU decided. In the ‘old days’ there were 8 pairs (16

skaters); in the period from 1993 to 2012 there were 6 pairs (12 skaters); but since 2013

the scandalously low numnber of 4 pairs (8 skaters) are allowed to do the last distance.

Lots of skaters and fans are attempting to coax the ISU to get back to 6 pairs again, but

the theme for this project is to develop a clear opinion for exactly who these 8 skaters

should be, based on the results achieved on distances 1, 2, 3.

The allround championships are of the ‘samalogue’ type, and with time results x1, x2, x3, x4

over the four distances (timed in seconds), the pointsum is

p = x1 + x2/10 + x3/3 + x4/20 ;

so the times are converted to 500-m-seconds and added. If you beat me with 0.71 seconds

on the 500, I need to beat you with 7.10 seconds on the 5k, etc. Similarly the pointsum

formula is

p = x1 + x2/6 + x3/3 + x4/10

for the ladies’ efforts.

Here is the current ISU rule. Check list A, for the 5000 m, and list B, pointsum leaderboard

after three distances. Those who are in the top-8 on both lists, are in (usually about 6

skaters manage this). Then one checks the rank number to decide on any remaining spots

– a 7th place on the 5k beats an 8th place in the pointsum, etc. In case of two skaters

having the same rank, on the two lists, then list B is giving priority over list A.

This rule may then be judged and compared with rules based on statistical prediction rules.

From the Adelskalenderen, which lists the personal records for hundreds of speedskaters,

we may construct good prediction rules

x̂4 = x̂4(x1, x2, x3)

for what a skater can be expected to achieve on the 10k, given results achieved on the

three shorter distances. Hence we may predict the full pointsum

p̂ = p̂(x1, x2, x3) = x1 + x2/10 + x3/3 + x̂4/20

and then decide that the 8 skaters with the best predicted pointsum are those allowed to

skate the 10k.
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The student is to start with data from the Adelskalenderen, e.g. the best 250 in the world

(see wikipedia, and the pages of Evert Stenlund), and then make and try out a few sensible

prediction schemes. The simplest way utilises linear regression,

x̂4 = β̂0 + β̂1x1 + β̂2x2/10 + β̂3x3/3,

but there are several other natural possibilities – e.g. via making separate regression equa-

tions for the ‘sprinters’ and the ‘stayers’. See my public lecture touching these issues, from

Fagligpedagogisk dag, October 2013 (which is found in the Talks list for the website of

FocuStat, a project group I’m leading).

When one has constructed four-five sensible prediction rules, these ought to be tested out

and compared. Finding good and relevant ways of doing this is part of the project. One

may also go to the toolkit of model selection rules, of which there are many. The idea is

that these are to be fine-tuned towards good performance precisely where it matters (not

for the best six skaters of the world, and not for the middelhavsfarers, but for those close

to the tipping point regarding the ‘to 10k or not to 10k’ question).

We also have championships data from 1993 to 2012, where the ISU generously allowed 12

skaters, not merely 8, to do the fourth distance. Hence the eager student may check how

his or her statistically based decision rule pans out, for these competitions, compared with

what the ISU rule leads to.

These rules were incidentally heatedly debated during the ECh in Heerenveen, January

2017 – in the neutral light of justice, should it have been Sindre Henriksen of Norway, or

rather Nils van der Poel of Sweden, who best deserved the 8th place? What is the decision

based on the eager student’s best rule?
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